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About This Content

It doesn't matter if you are new player or an AirMech veteran, this pack is a great value. To start off, we make sure all the basic
AirMech classes are unlocked for you. Not a big deal for a longtime player, but very handy for anyone new who wants to try

them all. You'll also get new classes as they are added--forever. Next, a bundle of Kudos for any gameplay units you're missing,
then a heap of Diamonds for any extras or cosmetics you have had your eye on. Instantly awards Silver VIP for a lifetime of

benefits! Starter Pack Contents:

 All AirMech Classes unlocked (current and future)

 7,500 Diamonds

 25,000 Kudos

 20 Days Kudos Boost

 20 Days XP Boost

 Lifetime Silver VIP status

But you're a new player and all that might not mean much to you, so let's break it down:
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Silver VIP - Possibly the most valuable thing in the game, and it comes for "free" with any purchase. Similar to Team Fortress
2, once you have spent something ingame, this effectively makes your account "premium" and unlocks a whole bunch of
benefits. You get unlimited Solo game rewards, you get to claim those Locked Diamonds, you get better drops, and more!

Diamonds - This is our in-game premium currency which can be used to purchase cosmetic and convenience items or boosts.
New players should consider saving their Diamonds until they know what they really want to spend them on.

20 Days Kudos and XP Boosts - The Kudos and XP Boosts are shamelessly lifted from what Dota 2 is doing because we
thought it's such a great idea. They are time based, so they kick in win or lose, and while you get 50%, every other player gets a

10% Boost. Yes, even the enemy players, and yes, it stacks. VIP Bonuses stack on top of the Boost Cubes too!

If you are still on the fence about anything, come ask us questions in the Steam forums, either the devs or other players will give
you the straight info you are looking for. As a small developer, we are super appreciative of anyone who decides to put money
into our game, and know that we will work hard for a long time to continue to grow AirMech Strike into something amazing.

Thanks for your support!
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Title: AirMech Strike Pack
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Carbon Games
Publisher:
Carbon Games
Release Date: 5 Oct, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows 7

Processor:Core i3 or better

Memory:4 GB RAM

Graphics:8800 GT

DirectX®:10

Hard Drive:2 GB HD space

Sound:Yes

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Russian,Polish,Dutch,Finnish,Swedish,Czech
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This was super quick and very easy. The store is kinda....weak and the puzzles are simple but it was interesting. I wish it was at
least three times longer and bit harder because the variety in the puzzles was really interesting. Still, if you want a quick rainy
afternoon game, this is for you. Get it during a sale though.. Only in it for cheap trading cards.. Very intense action. Excellent
value for the money. This DLC is worth every penny.. After ~900hrs of playing this game i can rest assure you that this is the
most addictive online football manager simulation game. I was always a fan of football management games but this is something
special. You have to be patient in order to be one of the greatest and that's the difference from any other similar game. There
are no pay-to-win features. Your skills and the right straregy are your only way to win!

Even though it's still on early access it has made a lot of progress since i started playing (~1 year ago) and it will be even better
as the time goes. The team behind the game seem to be really commited and that's something that makes me confident that this
game will succeed. The ME is playable despite what other people say. It sure has its flaws but considering the work that needs to
be done(and of course the work that has be done so far) I, personally, find the result more than ok.

I was playing FML before that. I was searching for something to cover the gap since it stopped. 90 Minute Fever is by far the
best choice out there.

I recommend 100% trying the game. You won't be dissapointed.. Nothing special, dodge traps, crush barrels, take potions and
repeat but with harder traps working against you. There are cards that give some variety to gameplay but sadly you can't use
them in campaign mode :/ There is not enough variety in in stages you play, almost all are the same. Sometimes due randomness
of traps you can encounter some scenarios can't be beaten until restart after death.
Story isn't exactly thrilling and quickly become boring and tedious and there is not much to keep you going and try one more
time.. Very well made. It has very good information to go along with the art. This is wonderful in it's current form, and anything
additional is just icing on the cake. It is very cool being right up next to famous art pieces and learning some context behind
them.. Super fun clicker game, with an interesting story going for it. 13/10. i'm a big fan of games where the simple rules end up
making the game really fun. this is one of those games. it's also one of those games where you die a lot, and every time i die, i
smile and try again. the music is also f-in cool
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The graphics have improved considerably since the previous episode and it is one of the most interesting story in the series.
However, the controls are just as clunky if not worse. I have actually ran into game-breaking issues when the character was
stuck and I had to reload a previous save. To avoid this, save often!!! Other than that, I would recommend it.. Everything the
positive raters have said! This game is soooo much fun and the experience of flying can entertain you for hours. Given some of
the motion mechanics in the early part of the experience I would have thought a little queasiness would be expected but had
none. Enjoying myself immensely. Brilliant! Thank you dev(s) for the gift of flight!. So this is Idol Hands. With all the hype
over at GMG, i was expecting something huge, something they failed to deliver on. Its not bad, don't get me wrong, its just not
Black and White 2 great. Those are some big shoes to fill, i get that, but the developer could have tried a wee bit harder. After
reading some of the negative comments, they all share the same gripes, which are also mine.

Postive:
its a god game, with volcanoes
you can Smite them rats into oblivion
terrain control( it is a god game, right?)

Negative:
camera control, you have none really. No rotation, no zoom/unzoom, just overhead and action. another reviewer says the right
mouse button rotates, tried it, it didnt work for me.
Length, its short, and a good portion of the game is spent in the tutorial that you cannot bypass
its just not grand. you get 50 population, with that you have to figure out how to divide them into 5 catagories.
no way to speed up the action
you start with a set score and it counts down when you start, no way to recoup the score ( so far the only reason to replay, to beat
the score)

Bottom line:

I miss watching your monster change according to his actions, i miss the way LionHead made you feel playing B&W, its scope,
the ability to help your villages, the good/evil dynamic. This is what made B&W great, what made it epic. Idol hands cant
deliver on that premise, maybe with a well tuned expansion it can, but now...no. After the hype at GMG i felt they were trying
to make promises they failed to deliver on. As the 1st venture for Greenman loaded, they need to learn that people will only pay
for a short, flawed game if the story and the game dynamics pick up the slack. IH doesnt get there at its current cost. It is fun, it
is simple to learn, and if they continue to develope the game, it can be what its trying to be, so i recommend it for a sale or a
coupon purchase as a casual game.

7/10
kids 5+. enjoy the music. not as challenging as previous versions of this stalwart casual puzzler
69\/100. I used to play a similar game to this one but it's free i think it's called bug war.. not really sure about that.

Really Fun And Challenging (Really Challenging than you imagine)

-Has Competitive 1v1
-Alot of gamemode...
-You can use different Charater.. (Heroes?)
-Has 2v2
-Quick multiplayer
-Fun with friends
-Had upgrades buildings
-Special Skills from heroes
-Can analyze of how much troop your gonna move..
-More Futures idk about hope they added more!

Wish They had co-op will be funny xD
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